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An Introduction Jo Energy Options-h Canadian Dialogue
In April 1987, Energy, Mines and
Resources Minister Marcel Masse
launched a public review of Canada's
energy options into the twenty-First
century. He appointed a national
advisory committee to preside over
the process and he made clear his
desire that there be full public
participation.

In Canada energy is everybody's
business. We are rich in resources,
but factors such as geography, cli-
mate, regional imbalance and pro-
vincial ownership ensure that this is
among the most stressful of national
issues. Energy is about Canadians,
about our dealings with each other,
directly and through our institu-
tions. Our management of this issue
speaks tellingly of our respect for
each other's rights, as well as our
willingness to coalesce for mutual
support. Canada's energy policy
should reflect our sense of self and
our collective vision of the nation.

History tells us that we strain
the bonds of our federation when

we fail to formulate policies that
meet these standards. Perhaps we
have relied too heavily on institu-
tions, instead of on an informed and
thoughtful public, to set the frame-
work for policymaking.

This booklet is directed at inter-
ested Canadians who want to be
involved in this process. It is not an
interim report - no concensus yet
exists; it is an invitation to partici-
pate and a stimulus for discussion.
The Advisory Committee believes
that individual contributions are
essential to its deliberations. It hopes
that many will take the time to sub-
mit their ideas. Perspectives offered
will be gratefully received and shall
be respectfully considered.

Tom Kierans
Cfiairman



Revisiting The Energy Qmtion
uHow can we
make the most
of our energy
resources in
ways that
balance our
needs as energy
consumers and
our opportunities
as producers?"

Energy: It powers our industries,
provides human comforts and
conveniences, fuels private and
public transportation, generates
jobs directly and indirectly; it
underpins Canada's prosperity
and is a valuable trading chip in
the world marketplace.
Energy: It is a focus for regional
disagreements and irritations; it
is a potential menace to the envi-
ronment; it is vulnerable to
uncontrollable international
influences; and it is the subject
of seemingly endless disagree-
ment by experts and ordinary
citizens over the economic, politi-
cal, and technological issues sur-
rounding its development and
use.

No other western industrial-
ized nation is as well endowed as
Canada with energy resources.
And probably none has agonized
more about energy development,
about sharing benefits, about
policies on energy development
and use.

In both the development
and the agonizing, we have
focused largely on energy supply,
frequently neglecting to take
adequately into account chang-
ing energy demand. In today's
energy economy, oil concerns no
longer dominate energy policy-
making. We are entering what
has been termed a multiple
energy era. As a result of the
events of the last decade, soci-
ety's attitudes about energy have
changed dramatically, as have
the economic, technological,
environmental, and political con-
siderations that affect decisions
and choices regarding energy.

How can we make the most
of our energy resources in ways
that balance our needs as energy
consumers and our opportuni-
ties as producers? We need to
look for new solutions for the
1990s - and for ways to avoid the
mistakes of the past.
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"Energy
Options will
give Canadians
a chance to
review and
debate the
principles that
should guide
energy policy."

Now, through Energy
Options, Canadians have the
opportunity to look comprehen-
sively at their overall energy situ-
ation - where we stand and
where we might choose to go in
the future.

Energy Options - What Is It?
Energy Options is a national
process of conferences, seminars,
research, and reports designed
to give Canadians the chance to
re-evaluate Canada's energy
future.

Energy Options will provide
individual Canadians with an
opportunity to review and
debate the underlying principles
that should guide the energy
policymaking process. Energy
Options will also examine the
range of choices among energy
forms that may be open to us in
the future (for example, should
we: use natural gas instead of
gasoline in the family car? use
western Canadian coal instead of
imported coal to generate elec-
tricity? build an oil sands mega-

project to increase Canada's
energy security?). Moreover, it
provides a mechanism to do so
in a context that is not circum-
scribed by current financial, con-
stitutional, political, and emo-
tional realities.

In proposing Energy
Options in April 1987, The Hon-
ourable Marcel Masse, Minister
of Energy, Mines and Resources
for Canada, said that the widest
range of knowledge and opinion
should be sought in this inde-
pendent review. He stipulated
that the process be open to every
interested citizen.

An Advisory Committee of
23 members, drawn from a vari-
ety of regions and backgrounds,
began by holding a major con-
ference in Calgary in June 1987.
More than 100 participants were
invited from all over Canada.
The theme of the conference
was A Multiple Energy Future:
Issues and Challenges. Energy
issues facing Canadians over the
next decade were discussed. The
committee has authorized



research studies, organized semi-
nars, and will hold a second
major conference in Montreal in
December 1987.

The Challenge
A successful energy policy must
be based on clear principles and
balance conflicting objectives
and interests. The participants at
the Calgary conference
expressed views that energy pol-
icy should be based on principles
of: economic efficiency, environ-
mental sustainability, security of
supply, and equity.

But adherence to any one of
these principles may preclude
the achievement of others.

For example:
• A decision to expedite devel-
opment of frontier and offshore
resources might improve
Canada's energy security - but
could also disrupt the lives of
native people or fishermen.
• A commitment to megapro-
jects, such as James Bay hydro,
Hibernia, Darlington nuclear, or

"We are
entering what
has been termed
a multiple
energy era."



ii'All Canadians
have a right and
an opportunity
to voice their
interests and
their concerns."

oil sands development, could
increase employment, improve
regional economic activity, and
advance Canadian technical com-
petence — bin at the same time
might si rain our capital
resources, expose our economy
to large financial risks, and
undermine the effective working
of market forces.
• Replacement of high-sulphur
United States coal with cleaner-
burning western Canadian coal
would reduce harmful emissions
from some Ontario thermal elec-
tric generating plants - but
would also increase operating
costs and electricity prices.

The challenge for those
who participate in the Energy
Options process will be to define
the principles that should guide
policymakers as they attempt to
meet the different objectives for
energy development and use.



Who Should Participate?
• Energy experts, who have an in-
depth knowledge of energy mat-
ters - but keeping in mind that
on energy questions, experts are
numerous, rarely unanimous,
and often focused on narrow
segments of the issues.
• Policy strategists, who have the
political and regulatory means to
influence events - but not for-
getting that even with their
mountains of facts, they stand
some steps removed from the
action.
• Energy producers mid investors,
who know their industries best -
but recognizing that their stake
in the prosperity and well-being
of their own sector may affect
their perceptions of the energy
situation as a whole.
• Consumers, who as purchasers
of energy and as voters can exer-
cise power in the marketplace
and influence provincial and
national policies — but remem-
bering that they may be con-
cerned primarily with local and
individual rather than general

energy issues.
• Environmentalists, concerned
with the ecological impacts of
energy development and use -
but with the understanding that
their interests are focused pri-
marily on certain aspects of
energy.

Academics, politicians,
financial advisors, economists,
regulators, large energy users -
all have a contribution to make.
So does the householder, the
motorist, the citizen concerned
about the environment, about
the rights of native people, about
the depletion of resources, about
harmony among Canada's
regions. All Canadians have a
right and an opportunity to
voice their interests and their
concerns. This booklet is an invi-
tation to do so.

"To be truly
successful,
Energy Options
must move
beyond
conventional
attitudes and
perceptions,
and provoke
visionary and
idealistic
concepts."



Having Your Say
To be truly successful, Energy
Options must move beyond con-
ventional attitudes and percep-
tions, and provoke visionary and
idealistic concepts. In the centre
of this booklet is a list of ques-
tions and issues that have
emerged through the Energy
Options process to date. The
Advisory Committee wants to
hear your views and comments
on these and other concerns you
may have about Canada's energy
future. For example:
• Should energy prices be the
same in all regions of Canada?
Should the cost of energy secu-
rity be shared by all Canadians?
• Do you think Canada can't
avoid living by world energy
prices or do you think we can
shelter ourselves from them?
• Do you think municipal elec-
trical utilities should be free to
purchase power from suppliers

other than their provincial elec-
tric commissions (for example,
from other provinces or from
private sector operators of coge-
neration facilities or small-scale
hydro plants)?
• Are environmental implica-
tions given enough attention in
energy planning? If not, how
would you change the situation?
Should different environmental
standards apply to energy pro-
duced for export?
• Are you concerned that
Canada's per capita energy con-
sumption is among the world's
highest? How would you
strengthen our conservation
efforts and increase energy
efficiency?
• Are our energy resources used
too much (or too little) to sup-
port regional economic
development?
• Do you think renewable
energy (such as wind, biomass,



tidal power and solar power) is
the way of the future? How
should these energy sources be
used?
• Does it trouble you that one
province may build electrical
generating facilities while a
neighbouring province has sur-
plus capacity? How would you
balance the objectives of regional
development and greater energy
efficiency? Should there be a
comprehensive interprovincial
transmission grid to link
provinces?
• If you believe that energy pol-
icy reflects a special bias (related
perhaps to geographic location,
age, sex, or economic status), can
you support your view and sug-
gest solutions?
• Should market forces have a
greater role in the energy sector?
Would they benefit investment
allocation, improve cost-competi-
tiveness or make substitution of

one form of energy for another
more feasible?
• Do you believe that nuclear
development involves unaccepta-
ble hazards, or that it is a viable
energy option?

These are only a few of the
energy-related issues to be
examined through the Energy
Options process. There are no
restrictions on the areas open
for comment. The purpose of
Energy Options is to draw out a
wide range of views for consider-
ation by the Advisory Committee
as it formulates conclusions and
recommendations. Your views
can and should be a part of this
process. The Advisory Commit-
tee's report to the Minister will
be made public, will reflect the
contributions of those who par-
ticipate, and will place key con-
cerns and questions on the
record.



Where We Stand Now
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Oil, natural gas, coal, uranium,
hydro, and wood are the tradi-
tional sources of Canada's
energy. Have we enough for our
needs, now and in the foreseea-
ble future?

Superficially, the answer is
probably yes — but that answer
masks geographic, geological,
economic, environmental, and
other factors.
• Our ability to plan is limited
by the volatility of world energy
prices.
• We are close to the end of our
self-sufficiency in light conven-
tional oil.
• While we have unconventional
reserves in the oil sands and
heavy oil deposits, as well as Arc-
tic and offshore oil and gas
reserves, all are extremely costly
to develop.
• We have plenty of natural gas,
but it cannot be delivered east of
Quebec City by present pipeline
networks.
• Coal deposits are located far
from domestic industrial
markets, and coal is expensive to
transport.



• We have one quarter of the
world's uranium, and Canada's
CANDU technology is highly
regarded by world nuclear
experts, but public opinion is
divided on the use of nuclear
power.

• Some provinces have ample
hydroelectric resources; others
have not.
• Wood is a valuable energy
resource, but only in some
regions and for limited
purposes.

Canada has greatly
improved its energy
security and flexibility,
but much more
remains to be done."

Canadian Trend Towards a Multiple Energy Future

RENEWABLES 1%
NGL ETC

GAS 23%

HYDRO 10%
CLEAR 2%

COAL 9 *

IMPORTED OIL 28%

RENEWABLE*! 6%
NGL 7V

GAS 24%

IMPORTED OIL 9%
DOMESTIC OIL 26%

1975

NUCLEAR8%

HYDR012%

COAL 12%

OOMESTICOIL27%

1985
Note. Numbers are rounded
Source: National Energy Board
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tt The
International
Energy Agency
estimated that
it would be
economically
attractive for
Canada to
reduce energy
consumption by
a further
20%..."

Canada has greatly
improved its energy security and
flexibility, but much more
remains to be done. We have
become less vulnerable to unpre-
dictable world oil supply. In the
mid-1960s we depended on oil
for 57% of our energy, and over
52% of oil consumed was
imported, most of it from OPEC
countries. The two oil crises of
the 1970s prompted Canadians to
reduce their dependence on oil

12

and to diversify their sources of
energy. Between 1975 and 1985,
oil's share of our overall energy
consumption dropped from 54%
to 36%, and in 1986, only 40% of
our imports came from OPEC
countries.

Today, although we can pro-
duce enough oil to serve the
whole country's needs, imports
make up 26% of our total oil
consumption. Because of the
logistics and costs of delivery, the
Atlantic Provinces and much of
Quebec use imported oil.

Reliance on oil was reduced
by promoting conversion to nat-
ural gas and electricity, as well as
by conservation and increased
efficiency. Between 1965 and
1975, total energy consumption
in Canada rose by an average of
6% a year. In the 10 years
between 1975 and 1985, the aver-
age annual rate of growth fell to
only 2.5%. But even with this
improvement, Canadians remain
among the world's largest con-
sumers of energy on a per capita
basis. The International Energy



Agency has estimated that it
would be economically attractive
for Canada to reduce energy
consumption by a further 20%
by the end of the next decade.

It can be difficult to per-
suade an entire population that
there is a problem when people
are comfortable, when there are
no shortages, and when prices
are reasonably stable.
Nevertheless:

• We do not have sufficient
reserves of light conventional oil
to continue indefinitely to serve
economically all those regions of
Canada now receiving that oil.
• While we have made a start in
conservation and in substituting
more abundant forms of energy
for relatively scarce oil, more can
be done io improve efficiency of
use.
• Many Canadians think we have
not given adequate attention to
the environmental impacts of
energy production, transporta-
tion, and use.
• We could pursue nontradi-
tional alternative forms of
energy - solar, wind, tidal, bio-
mass, and other sources - more
vigorously.
• We have not yet assured con-
sistent harmony and co-opera-
tion in energy matters among
governments or regions.

While there are many rea-
sons for our lack of progress,
complacency and inertia are no
doubt among them. 13



<i'Energy,
effectively
used, is one
of Canada's
competitive
advantages."

Our Place in the Energy World
Energy is an important element
in our international trade, espe-
cially with the United States,
which purchased 86% of our
energy exports in 1985. Energy is
also a component in every com-
modity and every product we
trade. The challenge is to man-
age our energy, its production,
transportation and use, in order
to translate our advantage into
such tangible benefits as jobs,
economic growth, lower costs,
and a better environment for
our people.

We live in a competitive
world. Energy, effectively used,
is one of Canada's competitive
advantages. Other countries have
the benefit of larger domestic
markets or common market
arrangements or a technological
edge, such as Japan with its
strong position in electronics.

We in Canada have the
opportunity to be more secure in
energy than most other coun-
tries, and Canada is committed
through the International
Energy Agency to sharing
energy supplies with other mem-
ber nations in times of shortages.
As a member of the IE A, we co-
operate with other countries to
improve our energy efficiency
and our responsiveness in
emergencies.

While we cannot ensure sta-
bility and predictability in all
aspects of energy, we can at least
base our energy policy on stable
and predictable principles.



The Energy Question

Participation Form

The Energy Question poses a wide range of questions and issues that
confront Canadians as we consider our energy future in Energy
Options — A Canadian Dialogue. The Advisory Committee would like
your views on the issues that are of concern to you.

Participants in the first Energy Options conference held in Calgary
in June 1987, identified four principles that they felt should guide
Canada's energy policy: economic efficiency, environmental sustainabil-
ity, security of supply and equity.

We invite you to express your views on a number of issues related
to these principles, and on any other aspect of Canada's energy future
on which you may care to comment. Your views will be considered by
the Advisory Committee as the final report to the Minister is being
prepared. This form is included for your convenience.

Please return the completed form in the self-addressed, postage
paid envelope provided.



Efficient Energy Development and Use
Energy efficiency means not only saving energy but also organizing our energy sys-
tem to encourage efficient choices regarding our energy options.

Some of the issuer. Do you feel that less regulated markets will produce a more
efficient energy system? Should governments intervene in the market to encourage
energy conservation or development of new technologies? Should energy develop-
ment be subsidized to generate jobs and other benefits? Do you think that more inter-
provincial cooperation in, for example, electricity distribution, would help improve
efficiency? Should Canada pursue greater energy trade with the United States?



Respecting Our Environment
Over recent decades Canadians have become increasingly aware of the impact that the
production and use of energy can have upon the environment.

Some of the issues: Do you feel that there is a real threat to the environment, or
unacceptable risks, from energy production and use in Canada or globally? What do
you feel could be done by industry, government, and energy consumers to better pro-
tect the environment? If necessary, would you be willing to change your energy con-
sumption habits, or pay higher prices for energy in order to protect the environment?



The Search For Security
Energy security implies having energy available at prices high enough to justify pro-
duction and low and stable enough to make it saleable.

Some of the issues: Do you feel that market forces and prices will generate an
acceptable level of security over the next decade, in light of uncertainties in world oil
markets and politics? If not, how should governments act to reduce Canada's reliance
on oil imports? By accelerating development of unconventional and frontier oil
reserves? By limiting energy exports? By further encouraging conservation and sub-
stitution of other energy sources? By establishing emergency stockpiles to counter
short term fluctuations?



Equity in Energy Policy
Energy equity — i.e., how costs and benefits oi energy should be allocated among
different regions and between producers and consumers — has been a controversial
element of energy policy in Canada.

Some of the issues: Who should pay the costs of energy security measures: pro-
ducers, consumers, or taxpayers? Who should pay the cost of environmental protec-
tion? Do you feel that energy revenues should be treated differently than other
income under federal tax policy? Is there a reason to treat some sources or uses of
energy more generously than others in the tax system?



Your Perspective
There are many important energy issues in addition to those listed. Some are dis-
cussed in The Energy Question. You may have concerns of your own that you feel
need to be raised. You are invited to comment on any issues that you feel are impor-
tant to our energy future.
If you would like to include your name and address, please do so.

The Energy Options Advisory Committee thanks you for your involvement and
contribution.



Energy Export Links to the United States
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"Our energy
future, like our
past, wili be
characterized by
uncertainties —
of price, of
supply, and of
demand."
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Uncertainties in the Future
Our energy future, like our past,
will be characterized by uncer-
tainties — of price, of supply, and
of demand.

Experience has shown that
though energy forecasts can
offer useful insights to planners,
they are shaky foundations for
policy. For example, the 1980
National Energy Program and
the related energy agreements
between Ottawa and the pro-
ducing provinces were based on
a prediction that the world price
of oil would be between $60 and
$80 per barrel at the end of the
1980s.

Historically, our manufactur-
ing industries have been energy-
intensive. Now, along with much
of the developed world, we are
witnessing an economic trend
towards service industries that
use less energy per unit of out-
put. They also use different
forms of energy — less oil, for
example, and more electricity.
Even traditional industries,
prompted by technical advances,

economic pressures for increased
efficiency and environmental
factors, are diversifying their
energy sources.



Some industries, and to a
lesser extent residential and
commercial consumers, are able
to switch readily from one form
of energy to another. A pulp
mill may alternately use wood
waste, electricity, or oil for fuel.
A homeowner may supplement
oil or gas heat with an electric
heat pump or plenum heater.

The transportation sector, a
heavy user of petroleum prod-
ucts, is experimenting with sub-
stitutes. In a multiple energy
future, natural gas, propane,
methanol, ethanol, and
electricity will be increasingly
important sources of energy for
transportation.

Uncertainty about energy
prices, supplies, and demands
could increase pressure for deci-
sions about megaprojects such as
oil sands and offshore develop-
ment. On the other hand, fear
of doing harm to the environ-
ment could discourage mega-
project development and hasten
a "soft path" energy alternative
including demand management

and vigorous conservation
measures.

Many other countries do not
have our options or our flexibil-
ity. Identifying our alternatives,
weighing them, and understand-
ing their implications — these are
tasks to be undertaken in the
present period of relative calm.

International Spot Crude Oil Prices Middle East Light

SUS/BBL

40

Source: Cambridge Energy Research Associates
Petroleum Intelligence Weekly
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Pfmpte For Energy Policy

"Efficiency
means not only
saving energy,
but also
organizing our
energy system
to encourage
efficient

is choices."

As noted earlier, the Energy
Options process has so far iden-
tified four principles that should
guide Canada's energy policy:
• Efficient development and use

of energy,
• Environmental sustainability,
• Security of supply, and
• Equity.

These principles should
assist governments and the pri-
vate sector in allocating the risks
and benefits of resource owner-
ship and development. They
should also reconcile concerns
for the environment with the
need for efficient energy pro-
duction and consumption. As
well, they should guide govern-
ments on decisions related to
energy alternatives.

Efficient Energy Development
andUM
Efficiency means not only saving
energy, but also organizing our
energy system to encourage effi-
cient choices. According to Inter-
national Energy Agency statistics,
we use twice as much energy per

unit of Gross Domestic Product
as Japan, and 12.5% more than
the United States. Because
energy is an important part of
our production processes and a
component of everything we
export, the more efficiently we
use and develop our energy, the
better our competitive position
in international markets.

At home, as well, efficient
energy use and development can
contribute significantly to
Canada's economic well-being.
For example, a homeowner
might spend money to insulate
in order to reduce fuel costs by
an even greater amount; or an
electrical utility might decide
against building generating
facilities, choosing instead to
purchase cheaper electricity
from a utility in another
province.

We can achieve efficiency by
making informed and sensible
choices. Canada has potential for
increased efficiency in energy
use through conservation, substi-
tution, and technology. Cumpeti-
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"One of the
difficulties in
stimulating
action on
ecological
problems
is their
pervasiveness.
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tive markets can be an effective
means of achieving efficiency;
nevertheless, government actions
or policies, as well as conditions
inherent in today's markets, may
pose obstacles to increased
efficiency.

Respecting Our Environment
In the 1980s, we are increasingly
aware that a sane approach to
energy and industrial develop-
ment cannot afford to neglect
environmental concerns. The
1987 report of the World Com-
mission on Environment and
Development, sponsored by the
United Nations (The Brundtland
Report), emphasized that the
economic and social costs of con-
tinued neglect of the environ-
ment will be enormous - and in
many cases the damage will be
irreversible.

We can demonstrate respect
for the environment by minimiz-
ing the production of toxic
wastes and harmful emissions,
and by protecting both human
and wildlife health and habitats.

Closely linked to the con-
cern for the environment is a
growing awareness of the rights
of native peoples and of the
effects of energy development
on their lives.

Many argue that more envi-
ronmentally acceptable energy
alternatives such as solar, wind,
and conservation would also be
economically attractive if the
true environmental costs of con-
ventional energy forms were
reflected in their prices.

One of the difficulties in
stimulating action on ecological
problems is their pervasiveness,
combined with the individual's
feeling of powerlessness in the
face of a situation of global
dimensions. Groundwater pollu-
tion, the greenhouse effect in
the upper atmosphere, the tragic
movement of some animal spe-
cies toward extinction - these
affect us all, but subtly and
almost imperceptibly. Our natu-
ral world deteriorates around us
as we continue the destructive
practices identified with progress
and economic growth.



The Search for Security
Security is more than having
enough energy. It means having
it available in the right places at
the right time, at prices high
enough to justify its production
and low and stable enough to
make it saleable. It means, for
example, ensuring that alterna-
tives are available when delivery
of energy from one source is
suddenly interrupted.

Security has a special mean-
ing for the Atlantic Provinces
and parts of Quebec. These

regions depend almost entirely
on imports for their oil needs.
They are more vulnerable than
the rest of Canada to supply
interruptions arising from causes
outside Canadian control.

We can enhance security of
supply by conservation, by
emphasizing efficiency, and by
providing for substitution of
energy sources. We can move
ahead with plans for mega-
projects to develop frontier and
unconventional resources. We
can pursue innovative "soft path"

"Security is
more than
having enough
energy. It means
having it
available in the
right places at
the right time,
at prices high
enough to
justify its
production..."

21



"In the crisis
atmosphere of
the past decade,
attempts to
resolve federal-
provincial
differences over
energy strained
national
harmony."
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energy approaches. We can, as
we have done in the past,
attempt through subsidies and
controls to protect Canadian
consumers from sharp price
fluctuations.

Choices, however, are sel-
dom clear-cut. From 1975 to
1985, efforts to keep prices lower
than the true market price weak-
ened the incentive to conserve,
and perpetuated inefficient con-
sumption practices and dampen-
ing industry's incentive to
develop greater production
capacity.

Equity in Energy Policy
In energy policy terms, equity
concerns the allocation of the
costs and benefits of energy
among Canadians. It is a contro-
versial concept, because it raises
questions such as: who pays?
who benefits? who suffers side
effects? if certain groups or
regions are adversely affected,
should they be compensated and
what are the implications for
future generations?

Such issues have always been
major concerns in energy7 po)hy.
For example, between 1975 and
1985, when Canada pursued a
"made-in-Canada" energy pric-
ing policy, much of the cost of
holding oil prices below world
levels was borne by oil producers
and the producing provinces -
a? d was judged by the western
p. ovinces to be unfair.

But energy pricing is just
one aspect of equity. Today, as
we move into a multiple energy
era, equity issues arise because
production of energy by the pri-
vate sector is subject to tax and
fiscal regimes that are more
onerous than those experienced
by the Crown corporations which
produce and distribute almost all
our electricity. This situation
gives rise to charges of unfair
competition among energy
sources, and to suggestions that
the rules should be more
neutral.

Often equity issues arise
because of overlapping interests
between levels of government.



Under our Constitution, the
provinces own most of the
resources within their bounda-
ries; they make laws dealing with
development, conservation, and
management; they raise revenues
from taxes and royalties; and, in
some cases, they determine
energy prices. At the same time,
the federal government has
jurisdiction over the trade and
pricing of natural resources that
cross provincial and national
boundaries; the federal govern-
ment is also responsible for dis-
tribution of income at the
national level through tax poli-
cies and other mechanisms.

In the crisis atmosphere that
prevailed during the past dec-
ade, attempts to resolve federal-
provincial differences over
energy pricing and revenues
divided Canadians and strained
national harmony. Today, a
series of federal-provincial
Accords (signed in 1985 and
1986) has brought substantial
agreement on these issues
and re-established a more co-

operative atmosphere in which
to deal with current oil and gas
matters. Moreover, these
Accords have returned the oil
and gas industry to a more
market-oriented policy
framework.

Over the longer term, the
energy scene will undoubtedly
be characterized by continuing
uncertainty and will be affected
by events and trends that are as
yet unforeseeable. Some of these
may well strain current policies.
Are the principles that should
guide future energy policy - in
the areas of efficiency, environ-
ment, security, and equity - suf-
ficiently understood and
accepted by policymakers and
institutions to accommodate such
eventualities? These are impor-
tant questions for public com-
ment and contribution as the
Energy Options process moves
forward.

"A successful
energy policy
must be based
on clear
principles and
balance
conflicting
objectives and
interests."

23



The Energy Options Process

24

The first Energy Options con-
ference took place in June 1987,
in Calgary. This fall, four study
seminars will be held in order
to:
• Examine the effectiveness and
appropriateness of various gov-
ernment policy instruments as
means of meeting energy
objectives;

i

• Discuss a variety of possible
energy futures and approaches
to dealing with problems of
uncertainty;
• Involve, by invitation, scien-
tists, economists, engineers,
financial and tax experts, envi-
ronmentalists, consumers, and
industry leaders including man-
agement and labour from both
producing and consuming
industries.

Seminar I
ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND
TECHNOLOGY
Winnipeg, October 4-6
This seminar will explore such
questions as: How can energy
technology contribute to
improvements in end use and to
supply efficiencies, a sustainable
environment, and a competitive
economy? What are the con-
straints? How should Canadians
manage the technological means
of expanding our energy
options?



Seminar II
ENERGY AND THE
ENVIRONMENT
Niagara-on-the-Lake, October 25-27
This seminar will examine the
relationship between energy and
environmental protection,
including social, economic, and
administrative issues. It will
examine the effectiveness of
existing institutions and organi-
zations in balancing environmen-
tal concerns with energy devel-
opment and use.

Seminar III
ENERGY: THE INTERNATIONAL
DIMENSION
Halifax, November 1-3
This seminar will examine poli-
cies related to international
energy trade, investment, and
co-operation. Participants will
consider Canada's export oppor-
tunities and strategies, particu-
larly in the North American
market, as well as related ques-
tions of imports and security of
supply. Foreign ownership and
the international movement of

capital will also be on the
agenda, as will Canada's interna-
tional obligations arising from
membership in such bodies as
the International Energy
Agency.

Seminar IV
ENERGY PRICING AND FISCAL
PRINCIPLES
Vancouver, November 15-17
This seminar will investigate the
use of market prices and regula-
tions to achieve efficient
resource allocation. It will
address the effective use of
energy taxes and subsidies; the
distortions created by different
tax treatments for different
energy forms; government reve-
nues; the need for stable and
predictable fiscal policies; and
the sharing of risks and benefits
of megaprqjects among govern-
ments and the private sector.
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Consolidating the Process
To bring the results of the four
seminars together in a common
forum, Energy Options will hold
a concluding plenary conference
in Montreal, December 6-9. The
objectives of this conference are
to:
• Assemble leading Canadian
and international speakers and a
representative group of industry
and public interest participants;
• Discuss and debate in plenary
sessions the key issues raised at
the autumn seminars;
• Hold special industry-oriented
workshops to focus on the pros-
pects for Canada's supply and
demand options;
• Air conflicting views and,
where possible, explore areas of
consensus or compromise.

The proceedings and con-
clusions of the plenary confer-
ence will be an important ele-
ment of the Energy Options
final report.

The Energy Options Report
Following the conferences, semi-
nars, commissioned research
projects, and the review of sub-
missions from interested groups
and individuals, the Energy
Options Advisory Committee
will prepare a report for the
Minister of Energy, Mines and
Resources. The report will pro-
vide an assessment of Canada's
prospects and options into the
next century. It will also deal
with principles and directions
basic to the policymaking pro-
cess; the effective use of policy
instruments available to govern-
ment; and other factors that gov-
ernments should consider when
making energy policy. The
Energy Options report will be
made public, and the Minister
has undertaken to respond
publicly.





To Parf/c/pafe
Every Canadian depends on
energy in his or her daily life,
and every Canadian should have
an opportunity to contribute to
the discussion of the principles,
objectives and options for
Canada's energy sector.

Your opinions and com-
ments on any aspect of energy
will be welcome. In the centre of
this booklet you will find specific
questions on which the Energy
Options Advisory Committee
feels your views would be partic-
ularly valuable. Please take the
time to put forward your views.
A self-addressed stamped enve-
lope is enclosed for your
convenience.

If a previous reader has
already used the Participation
Form, another copy or further
information can be obtained by
writing to:

Energy Options
P.O. Box 4518,
Ottawa, Ontario
K1S5B5
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